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Classic Motorbikes.net - the web site for classic and vintage motorcycles and scooters. We have classic
bike galleries, insurance, bikes for sale, forum, manuals, reviews and much much more. Our gallery
database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale. Thousands
of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.
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It seems strange that as the summer is approaching fast there seems to be less in
the way of classic events to attend.
What ever the reason it does leave more time to be doing what we really should be
and getting out for a ride, hopefully the weather will soon start to be a bit more
predictable and some serious riding can be had by all.
When not in the saddle or in the workshop You can be sure of getting all your
classic kicks online
at classic-motorbikes.net
Chris Pearson
The Editor

Dont Forget to follow us on

Classic Motorbikes.net - the web site for classic and vintage motorcycles and scooters. We have classic
bike galleries, insurance, bikes for sale, forum, manuals, reviews and much much more. Our gallery
database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to world
wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic bike
reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale.
Thousands of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.

21st April 2013, Sunday Huddersfield Autojumble Old Market Building, Brook Street, Huddersfield, Yorkshire, England, HD1
27th & 28th April 2013, Saturday & Sunday 33rd Carole Nash Classic Motorcycle Show Stafford
County Showground, Stafford, Staffordshire,
Midlands, ST18 0BD.
4th May 2013, Saturday Rufforth Auto Jumble Rufforth Park, Wetherby Road, Rufforth, Yorkshire, YO23 3QF.
6th May 2013, Bank Holiday Monday The 36th Nottinghamshire Classic Car and Motorcycle
Show Thoresby Park, Ollerton, Nottinghamshire, NG24 9EP.
11th & 12th May 2013, Saturday & Sunday The Carole Nash Great
Scottish Bike Show Lanark Agricultural Centre, Lanark, ML11 9AX.
12th May 2013, Sunday The 2nd Vale Royal Classic Car &
Motorcycle Show Arley Hall and Gardens, Northwich, Cheshire,
CW9 6NA.
12th May 2013, Sunday 3rd Ixion Cavalcade St Barnabas Church,
Sea Road, Bexhill on Sea, East Sussex, TN40 1JG.
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Honda CB400-4
The first Oriental Café Racer
The baby of the 70’s Honda brood is at
first glance exactly that, the seat, tank
and general demeanour is low and the
whole machine looks like it can be hoisted under one arm and carried off. Unfortunately the all up weight doesn’t match
the lithe looks but the 400-4 is still a superb performer even when stacked
against the accepted two stroke lunatic
machines of the period. The clue lies in
accurate and determined riding, providing
high corner speed and sharp lines are
maintained then the under powered and
slightly heavy Honda can be kept firmly
on the tail of supposedly much more
powerful and speedy machines.
The move away from the design lead of
the US market gave us low, almost flat
handlebars making the bike appear even
smaller that it actually is and with it a
head down stance from the moment one
gets on the bike. The pillion seat doesn’t
look big enough to seat an adult comfortably because it isn’t, this bike was designed singularly to be a pure sports
machine and such “extra’s” are there almost for show. Of course two people can
ride on the machine but it becomes top
heavy and very much not at one with itself.
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Press the starter button once and nothing happens, hold it in and let the engine
whirr over for a while and eventually things start to happen with the inline four giving
a passable impression of an electric Singer sewing machine, no mighty roar or such
like howl just a smooth and pussy cat like purr is all the 400-4 puts out, on tickover
at least.
On the move the 400-4 is a delight to be sat upon, well balanced, lightweight, mechanically silent and superbly smooth making the 37 horses on tap feel far less until
the revs start to build and the engine becomes more vocal. The feel of the engine
differs little from tick over to flat stick, with only a minor rise in vibes around the five
grand mark, corresponding with a slight dip in power, such is the balance and design of the internals as they spin away deep inside the casings.

Once above six thousand revs the acceleration starts to get exciting, hitting the 8
grand marker the exhaust note hardens to a more MV like aggressive roar which in
turn becomes more musical once the four piece ensemble heads for the 10,500 rpm
finale. Even so the sound doesn’t seem to emanate from the end of the silencer,
more from the down pipes, air box and the very metal work of the bike itself. The
most riding fun is to be had well above the 8 grand mark as here the peak power
curve interjects neatly with the maximum torque giving the little Honda a healthy
push forward on its way to double figures in engine revolutions and treble ones on
the speedo. Unlike the rest of the middleweight competition, hanging on well into the
redline reaps great rewards, the power dips only slightly as the needle nudges the
red wedge, although by this time the majority of the torque has gone being replaced
by almost unstoppable reciprocating mass.
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The bike is exceptionally agile and carries its bit of extra weight very well thanks to
a great chassis design and layout, the figures are race track like, with a 26 degree
steering head angle coupled to a short and sharp 1344 mm wheelbase, giving the
sure footed machine great dexterity. Obviously, with this sort of chassis set up,
changing line mid corner doesn’t carry any of the penalties found with the wallowing RD series and there is simply no comparison with the Suzuki GT and Kawasaki KH middleweights in the cornering department.
Braking is not sharp and the front lacks initial bite but, for the period it is as good
as most other set ups, a healthy dollop of rear has to be dialled in to help the deceleration process as the front floating caliper alone is a little over powered by the
weight of the bike. Once again the superbly resilient engine helps out here and the
braking provided by throwing in the odd double down shift and riding it on the
clutch more than makes up for any deficiencies found in the single front anchor.
Repeated heavy use of the stoppers does cause some considerable fade and
time is needed to let them catch a breath if this sort of riding is part your Sunday
morning release.
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Once confidence has been gained in the tiny Honda faster and faster corner speeds
can be utilised making the most of the fine chassis, front end and overall good manners put out by the rest of the cycle parts. One has to be careful on sharp righthander’s as that beautiful exhaust set up will ground out, hopefully not before the
corresponding footrest does, at full tilt. If the rear shocks are jacked up to the full
hardness then ground clearance becomes less of an issue with the edge of the tyres
being reached before the pipes and hero blobs. This machine could almost have
been designed around the benchmark TT100 Dunlop tyres as the edge of the tread
on these is exactly where the 400-4 starts to let go, beginning to seriously deck out
and head for that early bath.
Overall the little four is a bit “two stoke” like when dropping into corners as the engine likes to be kept revving “up on the pipe” to meet the maximum torque and
horsepower ready for the screaming drive out. This is one four stroke that will drop
into a hole requiring a sharp prod of the gear lever to engage a lower ratio and get
the power plant buzzing again. Once shifted down a cog the lightweight crank and
tiny engine components spin up with ease and head for the red section of the tachometer faster than your brain can register the needles movement, once at ten and
a half thou the power from the standard engine does begin to drop and for fast road
ridding changes are best made around the 9,500 portion of the dial. You needn’t
worry about damaging this little Swiss watch of an engine however as in race trim,
but still using the standard con rods, valves and springs, the four can be easily and
quite safely revved to over 12K without mechanical mayhem ensuing, a staggering
14 k is possible but at a price!
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Looking at the race results from the seventies and around the UK short circuits the
RD twins were the machines to beat, however when the TT or big continental races,
where top speed and, above all, reliability are major factors, are taken into account
the turbine smooth 400-4 became the dominant force. On the road the six-speed
gearbox is not ideal for the standard power delivery and around the twisty back
roads you find yourself really only using the first five, letting the engine rev away on
the odd occasion you come across a badly placed corner. There is not enough
torque produced by a standard engine to pull into top cleanly or fast enough for rapid riding, give it a long straight road however and the overdrive type sixth ratio will
chug along in cruise mode at motorway speeds quite happily.
The gear linkage, silky smooth and positive in its operation, was quite unique, for
the period at least, as it featured a rear set type set up allowing the footrests to be
placed around five inches further back on the chassis, once again helping the balance and suitability of the chassis to fast riding. Whether by accident or design this
riding position proved ideal for sports riding giving the chassis a good, even spread
of weight that can easily be applied to either end to aid cornering and general
manoeuvring.
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Model History
The 1974 specification 400-4 grew out of the new family heritage that was so spectacularly laid before us with the arrival of the CB750 back at the turn of the decade.
The CB350 and 500 models where deliberately aimed at the potentially huge and
expanding US market with their sweeping two a side exhaust silencers, high bars
and bulbous styling, the 350 was never officially imported into the UK during its
short production run although a few did find their way over here and onto the race
track but in reality were no faster than the older CB350 twin. There was also a
CB250-4 but the performance of that was deemed too poor to release on the general public.
By boring the cylinders of the CB350 engine it willingly grew into the 400, although
despite the glaring similarities with the previous four-cylinder machine, there was far
more to the type than just a simple speedy revamp of the engine. Many
modification’s, some small and non-visible but none the less important, some more
clearly seen, were implemented. A new larger cylinder head facilitated a bigger
combustion chamber and hungry valves, while a revamped cam shaft ( albeit carrying the same part number as the 350 version) bumped up the horses no end. The
same first and fifth gear ratios were retained from the earlier CB350F but, in the middle of the transmission, the three gears had been made taller which, when the new
sixth wheel, requiring new crank cases to allow it to fit, was added to the equation,
made more sense of the gearbox and gave a sizeable increase in top speed.
To handle the increase in power the clutch was up rated too, both in its strength and
mode of actuation, stringer spring were used and a much smoother operating system working from the right hand casing was implemented.
The chassis, like the engine, was vastly improved becoming a true double cradle
construction while the styling became more European in keeping with the new 550
model, with a square shaped tank and a single exhaust featuring those gorgeous
four down pipes, gracefully enveloping the right had side of the bike like no other
machine past or present. Unfortunately Honda didn’t see fit to endow similar sweeping plumbing work upon the 750 version launched a year later.
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Specifications

Honda 400-4 F

Engine:
Four-cylinder, inline, air-cooled, four-stroke, SOHC
Capacity:
408 cc
Bore & stroke:
51mm x 50mm
Compression Ratio: 9.4:1
Carburetion:
4 x Keihin 20mm butterfly choke
Max Power:
37 bhp @ 8,500 rpm
Torque:
20 ft-lbs@ 8,000 rpm
Ignition:
contact breakers
Transmission: wet, multi plate clutch, six speed
Frame:
Suspension:
Wheels:
Brakes:
Wheelbase:
Weight:
Fuel capacity:
Top speed:

Steel tube twin loop
33mm telescopic front forks, twin shock rear
3.00 x 18 front 3.50 x 18” rear
260 mm disc Single floating calliper, front
161 mm single leading drum, rear
1355 mm
375lbs (170 kgs)
14.1 litres (inc 0.8 litre reserve)
108 mph
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Power (valve) to the people
As if the original LC wasn’t enough Yamaha went several stages further in 1983 with
the introduction of the YPVS equipped version. Considerably more hi-tech than anything before, the Powervalve won may a heart, and race too, In more modern times,
as people flock to Elsie ownership, it may lag behind in the desirability stakes, but
the YPVS is still an attractive proposition for restoration.

Owner profile
43-year-old Paul Halliday is bike mad, thankfully his wife of 20 years, Teresa, allows
him to indulge his hobby to the full. Paul has worked in the Motor trade for 25 years
(apart from a small stint in the Police Force) and is currently working for the RAC as
a dedicated Patrol looking after the VW Audi Contract. Other bikes in his collection
include RD250LC, SDR200, RD125DX and a stunning Yamaha R7.
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Paul takes up the story “I have been interested in the RD LC’s ever since my first
purchase back in 1982. I have been riding bikes ever since, but, in the late
80’s marriage and children came on the scene and so my motorcycle career took a
back seat, by limiting myself to commuting to work only.
But with the onset of the new millennium I was back on track when I
purchased a 1980 Yamaha RD250LC in 2003. Restoration soon followed and
the realisation that these, once cult classics, still had a huge following and fan
base. Following the completed 250LC, I had an opportunity to buy a
Yamaha SDR200 in need of a little attention, a bike I was less familiar with, it not
being a native of the UK, but rather a Japanese import, but whose charm and slim
line appearance soon had me in its grasp. Although I enjoyed both these bikes I had
always longed for the RD350LCII and was fortunate to find one locally during Christmas 2005. It had the very much-prized matching engine and frame numbers but as
with most of these bikes it had suffered with neglect over its 22-year life span.

As with all restorations, I think it important to have your mind focused
on what you want to achieve. Do you want a clean, tidy and useable example
or are you looking for something special that would not look out of place in
your own front room (wife permitting of course). With me it has to be the latter
and, if you intend the same, I think it important that you start by taking as
many photographs as possible. Research your bike properly and have a
good source of technical advice from Internet forums or classic magazines. Once
you are satisfied, start dismantling the bike, labelling parts as you go until you
are left with the bare frame. For me, this is the very vulnerable point at
which many restorations are abandoned, so you must get the frame shot blasted,
and then powder coated, or painted, as soon as possible. Once you have achieved
this and the frame is sitting on the garage floor under florescent lighting, the
real enjoyment can begin. This might sound an obvious statement but it provides
the starting point and the mental encouragement needed to get the job done. How
often have you read in the local classifieds "bought a year ago, partly restored, all
parts available."
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My bike was a particularly bad example, so much so that I had to purchase a second bike for a good source of parts. I started to strip the engine down and found the
usual excessive wear and score marks, however the crank measured up fine and
the bearings ran sweet and noise free. I had the barrels rebored which had to go to
the second oversize to get rid of all the score marks. I painted the crankcases and
engine cases myself. The powervalves were in a particularly bad way, so much so
they were effectively working independently of each other. (The previous owner said
it ran fine, but just takes a bit of starting).
The bodywork on the LC’s has always been an area for concern, side
panels crack and other plastics are no longer available from Yamaha. The nose fairing on my bike had so much repair work I had to give up on it, but I managed to locate a good one from France, including an original screen, which was a bonus. I
also managed to locate a brand new front mudguard from eBay, which was advertised as an "RD front mudguard unsure of model" not bad for just £26.00. The Petrol
tanks are also a problem, because if the bike has been off the road for a while the
tanks tend to rot around the petrol tap area due to damp in the tank and because it
is usually left on its side stand.
Despite all these set backs, I managed to complete the bike towards the
end of 2006 and was luckily enough to be recognised for my work, receiving much
accalim and a few awards. The YPVS won Best Yamaha at the Donington park
Classic Japanese Bike show of 2007 and, more recently it was put forward for the
Classic Bike of the Year, and was subsequently featured in Classic Bike magazine
in January 2008.
Special thanks have to go to ‘The Paint Studio’ Ilkeston Derbyshire &
Betablast (Bead & Shot blasting service) also at Ilkeston Derbyshire, the high standard of their work has contributed greatly to the end result seen here and I simply
couldn’t have done it without them.”
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Specifications 1983 Yamaha RD350 YPVS
Price £600 paid
Value now (est): £4000-5000
Power: 59bhp
Torque: 34.2ft-lb
Top speed 115mph
Dry weight: 145kg
Colours: white/red, black/red ( white/blue French model only)
TECHNICAL SPEC
Fuel: 20litres
Rake/trail: 26deg/96mm
Seat height: 800mm
Wheelbase: 1385mm
Engine: liquid-cooled cc ( 64x54mm), parallel-twin, two-stroke. 2 x 26mm carbs. 6-gears. Chain
final drive
Chassis: Tubular-steel twin-down-tube frame, 35mm non-adjustable air assisted, telescopic forks,
monoshock rear with adjustable preload
Brakes: 267mm front discs with single-piston floating-caliper, 267mm disc single-piston floatingcaliper rear brake
Tyres: 90/90 x 18 front, 110/80 x 18 rear

TOP TIPS
1. If you have bought a restoration in a box do a dry build first, that way
you will know what is missing, plus you will know everything that is there fits properly.
2. What you get out of the restoration will depend on how much time you put in.
3. If you are restoring an LC alway seal the petrol tank because if it leaks
after a few months, and most will, it can cost a lot of money in repaintes and repairs.
4. Don't be frightened to ask for help, Internet Forums in particular are a good source of information.
5. Join a Classic Bike Club. For Yamaha LC's there is plenty of choice with a strong presence on
the web too.
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Thousands of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.
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Hot Aircooled race bike;
The Sexy Aermacchi RR250 in the studio

Fast Classic; Suzuki
RF900R on test

All this and much more
Do keep logging on

